A SCREENPLAY BY JERRY CAVALLARO

"A feverish combination of horror and comedy that is
both unabashedly fun and shockingly grotesque.
FUNNY DEVILS' metatextual awareness is often
charming in its insight, and the script boasts some
supremely inventive gore that will surely satisfy even
the most ardent fans of the genre."

- The Black List

GENRE
Horror Comedy

LOGLINE
After being run off the road in the backwoods of New Jersey, a self-aware comedy troupe must rely
on their improv skills to survive when they discover some urban legends are no joke.

SYNOPSIS
Set against a holiday backdrop in the woods of New Jersey, a struggling improv comedy troupe is
about to discover that some urban legends are no joke. While on the road for yet another shitty gig,
they discuss the semantics of horror film setups before realizing they’re in one themselves.
As a rusty tow truck passes their jeep, Lisa’s outstretched arm is handcuffed and a tug of war
ensues. Following a terrible wreck, our survivors realize their deformed attackers may actually be
the inbred descendants of a legendary creature known as the Jersey Devil. Eventually, they seek
shelter in a picturesque cabin full of hard-partying teens but things aren’t quite what they appear.
As the truth about this safe haven is slowly uncovered, the Leeds show up to cross everyone off
their naughty list. Finally realizing they truly are stuck in a horror movie, our self-aware heroes
decide to embrace genre clichés by rigging the house with deadly traps “just like HOME ALONE.”

SCRIPT SAMPLES

EXT. THE WRONG WAY - NIGHT
A very panicked Mike runs helplessly
through the woods. Completely naked, he
uses one hand to push through brush and
the other to cover his genitals.
Crackling. Deer hooves. Branches swaying
in the wind. Every sound of the woods is
punctuated.
It’s quite clear he has no idea where
he’s going. He spins, totally lost.
MIKE
SOMEBODY... PLEASE HELP ME...
ANYBODY... I NEED HELP...
THERE’S
SOME KINDA ANIMAL OR SOMETHING...
PLEASE...
He shivers, rubs his arm to keep warm.
Backs up, slowly. JUMP SCARE. He backed
into a tree. Quickly turns around,
relieved.
From behind the tree, a monstrosity of a
man steps forward. AXEMAN. 40s. Burly.
Hairy. Grotesque. A nightmarish version
of Hagrid from Harry Potter.
Mike throws his hands up.
MIKE (CONT’D)
Wait, wait, wait. Please stop.
Realizing he’s exposed, Mike quickly
covers his crotch.
MIKE (CONT’D)
I don’t wanna die with my dick out.
Axeman raises his oversized axe high
above his head.

EVAN
Yeah, this would be about the
part where we run out of gas
or run over some tire spikes
or something.
SAM
Or some creepy old tow truck
starts following us.
EVAN
Exactly!
SAM
No. That’s actually what’s
happening right now.

Sam points out the back. In
the distance, an old rusty
behemoth of a tow truck
menacingly creeps onto the
road.
SAM (CONT’D)
At least there’s another
car on the road.

DEREK (CONT’D)
You see? It was nothing.
EVAN
Automotive profiling.
DEREK
Exactly. These movies put crazy
ideas in our heads. He just
wanted to pass, even if he was
being an asshole about it.
Heavy, fast breathing. Lisa is
practically hyperventilating.
DEREK (CONT’D)
What’s wrong?
Lisa slowly pulls her arm back into
the car. She’s shaking. A rusty
handcuff is clasped around her wrist.
It’s attached to a chain wrapped in
barbed wire. Everyone stares; it’s
the most terrifying thing they have
ever seen.
DEREK (CONT’D)
What the fuck is that?
They look ahead. Through the
windshield we see Tails riding in the
back of the tow truck. A sick grin
across his face.
Barbed chain attached firmly to the
tow. Some slack between it and the
Jeep. About twenty feet of chain
altogether.
A tug of war begins...

Out of breath, Derek finally stops. He
looks down at the rock, dripping blood.
He drops it, begins dry heaving.
Sam goes over, pats his back.
SAM
You’re ok. You’re ok. Just
let it out.
EVAN
That was savage! Who knew
Derek was such a badass?
SAM
Not now, Evan.
EVAN
I hate in horror movies
when the killer gets
knocked out and the hero
runs away without making
sure they’re dead. Not
this guy. You were like
BAM. BAM. BAM.
And with that, Derek’s dry heave gets a
little less dry.

INT. CELLAR - NIGHT
Hoarders: Psycho Killer Edition. Large.
Poorly lit. Littered with leftover junk
collected from victims. Only the area
close to the cellar door is visible...
Vicky’s body is already lying on the floor.

ABOUT THE SCRIPT

THE PINE BARRENS
1.2 million acres of heavily forested woodlands
in the middle of the most densely populated
state in the country. The ground is sandy, the
tall pines block out most of the sunlight and the
streams run red due to iron deposits. There are
entire villages that were completely abandoned
just because the area is too tough to live in.
Experts believe there are actually parts of the
Barrens that may have never even been
explored yet.
The Pine Barrens is a scary character unto itself.

THE JERSEY DEVIL
A true New Jersey icon, residents have spotted
this creature haunting the Pine Barrens since
1735. Its origin & physical description vary
wildly depending on which version you hear.
This is probably why this legendary beast has
not yet attained the status of Bigfoot or Loch
Ness Monster. However, the Jersey Devil has
been steadily rising in popularity lately after a
series of TV specials investigating actual
sightings & even some recent low budget films.
And yes, the NJ Devils hockey team is named
after the 13th Child.

Jersey Devil model designed by Richard T. Broadwater

THE LEEDS FAMILY
While the various legends differ greatly, they all focus on the beast itself. None ever address what
happened to the rest of the family. In FUNNY DEVILS, the Leeds family has not only survived in the
woods but they have thrived. As with all great horror movie villains, each family member has specific
traits & qualities that make them much more than just another deformed inbred psychopath.
AXEMAN - TAILS – SCRATCH – HOOVES - ARCHER - WATCHER

300 Years Of
Killer Instinct

THE FUNNY DEVILS
Don’t you hate in horror movies when the killer gets knocked out and the hero just runs away? Stick
around and make sure that bastard is dead!
And that’s exactly what our protagonists do; defy conventions. Derek is the self-appointed group
leader, Evan’s every movement is loud and exaggerated, Vicky is a wave of snarky attitude, Lisa is an
insecure optimist, and Sam is the sarcastic glue holding the whole group together. While they initially
seem to fit quite snugly into genre archetypes, they each prove to be far more than that.

They Don’t
Just SURVIVE,
They Get
REVENGE...

SUPPORTING CHARACTERS
In addition to the leads (and the Leeds), this
script is full of rich ancillary characters. JENNA
is a kickass survivor that shows up in the middle
of the second act and will keep audiences
guessing if she is the true “final girl” of the film.
PEEPING TOM is a ridiculous way to open the
script with a broad comedic note and AMBER &
MIKE’S fun reversal of sexual norms is a twist
on the requisite sex scene that kicks off so
many slasher films.
No matter how small the role, humor and heart
has been injected into each character to make
them memorable.

CASTING
In a film like this, casting is one of the most
important factors to determining success. The
script walks a fine line between genuine horror
and outright comedy so it s best to feature
actors & actresses that are equally at ease
screaming for their lives as they are telling a
joke. Actor Dan Fogler (FANTASTIC BEASTS &
WHERE TO FIND THEM) read the part of Evan
during a live table read and has expressed
interest in playing the role.

CHRISTMAS
Technically the film takes place on January 16 but
the holiday spirit is still a presence felt throughout.
In fact, it’s part of a running gag with numerous
Christmas references woven into the narrative.
However, just like DIE HARD, this future holiday
favorite can be enjoyed year round.
Not only does a festive atmosphere help promote
a light-hearted tone for this gore-drenched romp
through the woods but the actual date is also quite
significant. In 1909, sightings for the Jersey Devil
increased dramatically for the week of January 16,
which is now referred to as Phenomenal Week.
Thousands of people claimed to have spotted the
creature during this time, including politicians,
police officers and other respected citizens. While
not fully discussed in the film, much fun can be
had with exploring this part of the mythology
through marketing.

SOME
LEGENDS
ARE NO
JOKE…

ABOUT THE WRITER
Jerry Cavallaro is a New York based screenwriter with over 10
years of film experience. Not content with his film school
education, he wrote and directed his first feature film at 19.
STUCK LIKE CHUCK was praised by numerous critics from
websites that no longer exist and is currently available as an
Amazon exclusive. After carving out a nice home with his films
on the festival circuit, Jerry decided to try his hand at running
one as the Associate Director of the Orlando Film Festival. For 8
years he has bestowed the honorary Jerry Cavallaro Indie Spirit
Award to worthy recipients that have followed in his footsteps.
Recently he has focused on his screenwriting, optioning a teen
comedy called FRESHMAN 15 and adapting a musical horror
comedy with Dan Fogler based on his bestselling graphic novel.
As a longtime genre fan, FUNNY DEVILS is the exact type of
film he’s been dying to see since he was a kid sneaking home
R-rated VHS tapes from Blockbuster.
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